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THE MARE WORKING PAPER SERIES

Introduction

MARE is an acronym for the EU funded project Management of Renewable
Resources Institutions, regional differences and conflict avoidance related to
environmental policies and illustrated by marine resource management

Working Paper Senes >
The title Working Papers indicates that papers in this series are not necessarily
'finished and polished' The Working Papers are by-products of an ongoing
research and are meant for discussion Publishing this series we aim at stimulating
the debate on fisheries and resource management and on receiving feedback from
colleagues
The papers will be conference papers, preliminary empirical studies, methological
considerations or theoretical analyses The Working Papers will be published when
there is a need

The MARE Project

The aims of the MARE-project are to explore the cause-effect relationship between

• 1) institutions designed to regulate the protection and exploitation of the
environment,

• 2) socio-cultural institutions including modes of utilisation, organisation and
knowledge in the local areas and regions involved, and ; j

• 3) the renewable resources of the relevant environment
i

The MARE Project intends to develop general tools for a sustainable development in
planning and management that can be effective in understanding and managing
dysfunctions, conflicts and socio-political instability Research focus is on marine
resources as an important type of renewable resource in relation to public
management

The broad scope of the project is chosen in order to make the conclusions applicable
to the study of any type of environmental protection measure that by its nature must
encompass a large geographical and culturally diverse area Particular attention is
paid to the study of institutions as tools in problem solving and conflict prevention

The selected regions under study are situated in Spain, Norway, Ireland, Greece,
France and Denmark.

The research team comes from Nordland Research Institute, Bod0 in Norway, the
University ofGirona, Girona in Spain, OIKOS, Rennes in France, Environmental
Impact Services Ltd, Dublin in Ireland and Aarhus University, Arhus in Denmark '
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Commons of the North Atlantic Coasts
by Audun Sandberg

Aquaculture, Sea-ranching and Salmon River enhancement are all modern activities that are heavily
dependent on one fundamental marine resource - the clean and healthy coastal environment. To
understand fully the function of the coast as a commons, it Is necessary with an inquiry of the.
normative foundations for present European resource management institutions • a task which several
of die papers in this session aim at This particular paper analyses the interaction between different
resource utilisation systems on North Atlantic Coasts - In particular on Norwegian Coasts. In the
multi-layer governing of these northern coastal environments there is one type of governing
institutions for the use of healthy coastal ecology for aquaculture - in closed pens - with limited
participation by local government There are other governing Institutions for the wild salmon that
migrates through the coastal waters on its way between the ocean and its spawning river. There are
again other governing institutions for fish-fry areas, for underwater parks, for sea-bird nesting areas
and for various categories of coastal fishing areas With advanced plans for the release of thousands of
fish fry in sea-ranching schemes and through various enhancement efforts, like artificial reefs in
coastal areas, new questions of rights as basis for new institutions arises These shed interesting light
on old questions of property rights and on the role of local communities, of professional organisations
and of the role of the State in its various forms.
From this, the paper contributes to the development of theories that can explain emerging points of
convergence between a governing of resources based on "folk science" and a management of
resources based on "scientific science." • •



Coasts under pressure ,
i

<3ln the long course of European history, the coastal zone has been of crucial
importance For the development of transport and trade that tied the countries
together, coasts have always been a crucial factor For the development and
deployment of military strategy that kept peoples apart in separate nation states,
coasts have been of great importance European coasts have been also a
significant element in the agricultural revolution, especially early agrotechnical
innovations on reclaimed seabed, in the industrial revolution itself, in the
industrialisation of fisheries and for the transition from hunting aquatic resources
to the farming of such resources i e the development of European aquaculture In
later years, die processes of urbanisation and increased leisure has also affected
the coasts, the demand for recreation in the attractive zone between land and sea
has put increased pressure on all the coastal zones of Europe - from the Aegean
Sea to the Barents Sea i

A number of processes are important to note in this respect

The privatisation of the European coastal zone has accelerated through most of
the last 300 years, enclosing an increasing number of areas for exclusive use This
is the case both for the land and Sea part of the coast, where the freedom of
enterprise allowed large industries and accompanying harbours to occupy vast
seashore areas - often replacing estuaries or mud flats with extensive land-fills In
most European nations which has been through an industrial revolution, these
processes has severely reduced the area of "favourable places" for fish spawning
and fingerbng protection and dramatically reduced the potential for natural
production of mussels and clams Together with a general pollution of the coasts
from industrial and household sewage and accompanying algae blooms, this has
led to a significant reduction in the natural reproductive capacity of the coasts
(Weber 1994)
This loss of productivity in wild marine species - in itself an end-effect of a great
number of interconnected social and economic processes - in the terminology of
Saint-Simon the real modernisation of Europe - were to some extent counteracted
by a new kind of development In essence this was a new turn of privatisation of
coastal commons, the farming of the coast by different forms of aquatic
cultivation that involves human agency in both sowing and harvesting activities
In Japan this has taken place as part of a massive national effort that involves
both National Government and local Fishers' Co-operatives who are the
traditional holders of temtonal nghts over coastal sea areas This Saibai Gyogyo



(cultivation of the Sea) is aimed at reclaiming detenorated coastal environments,
enhancing spawning grounds and fry protection areas and helping nature to
rebuild about 50 different local fish stocks by releasing large amounts of
fingerlings from hatchenes run by National government and voluntary
associations like Japan Sea farming association (Kotaki 1992) In Europe,
however, enclosure of coastal areas has been the general effect of the growth of a
multitude of forms of enterprise-based aqua-culture and manculture during the
last 30 years Farming of salmon in pens along the coasts has closed off large
areas of sea and coast, both to the public and to traditional harvesters of coastal
resources The same applies to mussel-farms and an emerging halibut -farming

Property nghts in coastal seas often appear fundamentally unclear because of
their ongin within some kind of ancient coastal commons The rules of such
commons could be strong in the local culture, but were often uncodified rules
which are weak in face of national jurisdictions To facilitate the growth of
aquaculture - in spite of local opposition, it has therefore been deemed necessary
for many governments to issue some kind of licences which assumes the
character of a private property nght to certain locations As a result of the nature
of sea farming operations, this kind of licence tied to one or several locations tend
to develop into a privilege - or a nght to pollute the local sea area and change the
habitat for wild marine species, a nght to move the fish farm between various
locations in some sort of "shifting cultivation" and a nght to protect the fish from
thieves and kill or scare off potential predators to the farmed fish Taken together,
all these nghts are close to ownership nghts , without a title deed to sea areas, the
aquaculturakst does in practice have both access and harvest nghts as well as
exclusion nghts, while the state usually intervenes when it comes to alienation of
this kind of privilege As we shall see later, the management nghts over a piece of
sea area is of a different nature than management nghts over a piece of land, the
flowing sea water crosses boundaries freely and carries with it pollutants and
infections regardless of measures taken by each pnvate aquaculturalist (Sandberg
1993) Thus the European sea-farmers are at the same time dependent on a clean
and healthy coastal environment m order to be successful, but they have
difficulties m achieving this through individual action

In the recreational sector an increasing number of pnvate properties, cabins,
resort villages, mannas, beach hotels and theme parks are enclosed from the
coastal commons, these beach enclosures often extends into the sea in the form of
private harbours, jetties, bathing constructions or semi-permanent installations for
recreational fishing Like the other "modern" enclosure, of the coastal commons,
aquaculture, the leisure industry also depends on a clean and healthy coastal
environment to make a profit or increase the value of the investments But like
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this, the structure of ownership usually makes large scale co-operative effort in
coastal resource management difficult to achieve When piecemeal development
and deterioration of the coastal resources has gone too far and the freedom to sell
and buy coast properties has created too much inequality in access to coastal
experience, the political pressure mounts and gradually forces tjie State to
intervene for large scale and costly "clean-up" operations In most cases these
mean more "development" - especially of water, sewage and road systems, which
tend to change the face of the coast even more than the previous privatisation
processes

With a great number of enclosure processes that have gradually closed the public
off from the most attractive coastal areas, a new kind of "enclosure" of the
coastal commons is expenenced, the Entrenchment of State Property Rights to
European Coasts
Faced with mounting political demands from the electorate of free and equal
access to coastal experience, States have been forced to undertake massive
regulations for Recreational Parks, Public beaches, Public Fishing Cliffs, Public
Coastal Paths and Public Camp Sites along the coasts Thus the European coasts
are equipped to cater not only for the full time coastal dwellers themselves, but
for entire national populations of seasonal leisure "coasters" To enhance the
aesthetic attractiveness of the new tounst coasts, this kind of development
involves massive public investments in landscaping, planting, beach cleaning and
beach construction But it also involves strict government rules that hamper
traditional coastal harvesting activities and a massive competition from leisure
fishers against traditional coastal fishers The combined effect of these forces is to
strengthen the tounst industry in coastal areas, but often to weaken the coastal
culture, the picturesque character of which was one of the onginal attractions of
the coasts Also the free access to the "public coasts" tend overcrowd it, overuse
it and lower the recreational value of the public good. The equably achieved
through state intervention and improved access tend to undermine the individual
freedom sought at the same coast

t

With a majority of European coasts under pressure, it is not surprising that what
little that is left of "untouched coasts" have great attention States are under great
pressure from conservatiomsts and environmentalists to regulate "Coastal •
Sanctuanes", "Marine National Parks", "Spawning and Fry protection areas",
"Underwater Parks" and "Seal-", "Otter-" and "Sea-birds Sanctuanes along the
remaining undeveloped coasts The establishment of sanctuaries and Parks
requires strong government restrictions on access during certain penods, on
harvesting from these areas, on cultivation, recreation and changes in landscape
or "seascape" Such plans are usually initiated from the central government



bureaucracy or from influential natural scientists and is usually met with fierce
local opposition from traditional users of the coastal commons It is interesting to
note that this opposition is not against the objectives of the protection measures,
i e to maintain a clean and healthy coastal environment and to maintain biological
diversity on the coast It is more a procedural opposition against the way the
States make the decisions about these protection areas - and against the operating
rules which forbid or render unprofitable what local resource users consider
"sustainable harvesting of "their" local resources

Thus the effects of the Entrenchment of State property nghts on European Coasts
are of two different kinds

• One is the creation of "open access" to large areas of the coast by state
intervention to create "public areas" and investments in public amenities which
give easier access The prohibitive costs of policing these areas and the lack of
self-disciplining incentives among the public in general tend to produce an
overuse of such public coastal areas and a deterioration of their recreational
value Thus government coastal policies have a strong tendency to jeopardise
their own purpose, that of enhancing the recreational value of the coast for
larger groups of nationals

• The other one is the alienation of traditional users from the coastal commons
by insensitive state protection measures - often pushed through by procedures
considered illegitimate by traditional resource users A serious effect of "Only
thinking globally", not acting locally" can in some cases be margmalization of
the coastal population and growth of political extremism as a result of
cnminalization of traditional harvesting of local resources But a more
important effect is a gradual deterioration of local institutions for sustainable
harvest, maintenance, monitoring and control of the local resources by local
communities With State-designed rules and State take-over of responsibilities,
but lack of state funds for policing the protection areas adequately, the process
of turning these abundant coastal commons into public, open access and
deteriorated areas have started Thus government coastal policies have a strong
tendency to jeopardise their own purpose, that of safeguarding the clean and
healthy coastal environment, and its biological diversity for the future j
generations of Europe

However, amidst all these pressures on the European Coasts, there seems to be a
convergence of interests in a clean and healthy coastal environment and a
sustainable harvesting of both valuable human experiences and important
renewable biological resources from these coasts Both the artisan fisher, the
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aquaculturahst, the leisure angler, the bird watcher and the beach tounst would
agree on the importance of these objectives Why is it then that we cannot design
institutions that meet these objectives9 To answer this fundamental question it is
necessary to undertake a brief inquiry into the normative foundations for the
present European resource management institutions '•

A rationale for present European Resource Management Institutions ?

<A fundamental point in understanding present European resource management
institutions is to understand the long term hidden agenda of European Nation-
States in reducing the role of collective property rights in the governing of
resources This has both a power aspect and a moral dimension
For the centres of power in both old and young European States, there is a long
tradition in promoting nation-building by actively limiting the degree of self-
governance for local communities, by suppressing collective property nghts and
to ensure the loyalty of the subjects to the state through state guaranties of pnvate
property nghts Especially in Northern Scandinavia and Northern Russia we can
witness this strategy employed in state encounters with "tribal lands" (Sandberg
1994 a)

On the moral dimension, the strengthening of individual property nghts has since
the age of Enlightenment been seen as a process of emancipation - individual
freedom as it was expressed clearly in the maxim Nemo in commumone potest
mvitus detinen - "no one can be kept in co-proprietorship against his will" ,
(Grossi 1981) Thus the significance of the State and the power of the individual
seems to have grown concurrently through history - a kind of development that
should lead us to infer that there is no contradiction between the growth of the
state and the strengthening of individual nghts Durkheim has pointed out the
common fallacy of contradicting the individual nghts of Natural Law with a State
that is assumed to be external in relation to the individuals, and thus amvmg at
such a contradiction This is not correct, he argues, because the
mstitutionalisation of individual nghts is the work of the State itself - "it has on
the whole been the activities of the State that has liberated the individual"
(Durkheim 1950) This is an important point - that although Durkheim rejected
the Benthamite model where a social order is produced automatically out of the
self-interested actions of rational individuals, in his theory of the State, Durkheim
does not downgrade the individual to society's puppet (see also Douglas, 1987)

• \

For our discussion of the role of coastal commons in the age of late modernity
(Giddens 1990), it is important to note that also Durkheim admits that every
society is basically despotic - also the collective close to the individual has
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tendencies towards despotism The small village communities, like the Russian
mir or the city guild with close surveillance of individuals, forced all members to
do like everyone else, to act in mechanical solidarity For individuality to appear,
it was therefore necessary with a common centre of power, above the secondary
groups and which represent the interests of the larger society against those of the
secondary groups The individual must have the opportunity to escape from his or
her closest collective and to seek freedom in the greater society, which then
becomes something more than the sum of the secondary groups This
mdividuahsation of property has through 300 years been one of the main driving
forces behind the western rationalisation of resource management

But there are alsoThe counteracting forces, which prevents the state itself from
becoming despotic According to Durkheim this is the activities of the secondary
groups themselves (Durkheim op cit) In postulating this, he carries the heritage
of de Toqueville (Toqueville 1945) and the teachings of the Catholic church on
die social question (Rerum Novarum) into modern sociology In other works he
argues for this increased emphasis on guild-like organisations and for a
regeneration of the "corporate society" in order to proceed to a state of organic
solidarity, but without specifying what conditions must be met for collectives to
have such an influence on the state (Durkheim 1933) However, in an analysis of
the downfall of the corporations of the Roman Empire, he hints that the state
authorisation of the corporations and their usurpation of public functions resulted
in their destruction The State co-optation of the corporate groups transferred the
elements of state coercion to the relation between the collective and its members -
who then became mere contractors for the imperial powers Thus, when the
Empire crumbled, the corporations crumbled with it - they no longer constituted
an independent base for a civil society (Durkheim op cit)

i

Therefor, in order to secure the fine balance of the opposing forces of co-
operation and mutual control between the state and the secondary groups, an
independent basis for these secondary groups must be secured This means that
their basic mechanisms for binding members to the collective must not be
undermined by the very state who is depending on these intermediate associations
for its long term legitimacy Their fundamental incentive structures or property
nghts must be protected by objective law which is above the arbitrary and short
term considerations of the State (see also North 1991) It is fundamental
principles like these the North Atlantic states are frequently violating i
To complete this macrosociological backscreen for the analysis of changes in
coastal commons the North Atlantic coast, it is therefore important to understand
the changing role of the state in the modern age
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As the welfare obligations of the modern state has increased, the state has also
assumed increasingly more of the responsibility for the economic activity,
employment and livelihood denved from utilisation of natural resources This has
been seen as a necessary rationalisation of resource management, but where now
the overburdening on the state and the social costs to the communities are
becoming visible

On land the government production quotas and the support programs for '
agriculture and reindeer pastoralism has created a privileged group of state-
authonsed reindeer-ranchers and state authonsed dairy-farmers The pastorahsts'
associations and the farmers' associations have accepted an effective closure of
the trade, thus the individual member gets a larger share of the total quota and the
total support, while the association gradually looses members and political
influence in relation to the state An unexpected consequence of this is that an
increasing number of land-owners in rural areas are no longer state-authorised
farmers, a social fact that in the future will affect the deep constitutive processes
regarding to the distribution of rights within the communities

The limited number of government boat quotas in fisheries has created a
privileged group of state authonsed fishers which have contnbuted to a closure of
fishenes to new entrants This is by some called a refeudahsation of resource use
Here the state has assumed increasingly more of the management rights regarding
the resource base and offers protection against other fishers for the privilege
holders. The incentives inherent in the individual quota has reduced the need for
fisher co-operation and the importance of the various intermediate associations of
fishers. These are also decreasing their membership as a result of a conceited
action with the state to "weed out non-serious fishers" Thus the single, privileged
fisher is increasingly facing the state - or the European Union - alone (Sandberg
1994 b) This means that the local community, neither as a collective nor as a
political entity (kommune) has any control with the utilisation of local resources
And it also means that there is no longer a local identity - or a local culture
produced by and maintained by a certain local resource utilisation

Finally, in the modern society, there is a strong tendency towards ,
specialisation in resource use, also along North Atlantic Coasts The traditional
flexible and multitasking Northerner has lost out to the speciabsed, educated,
technology-intensive and capital-intensive resource user This is not all due to
"technology drive", an important cause is the compartmentahsation of statei
resource management - with separate departments, separate laws and separate
professional cultures related to forestry, farming, reindeer pasture, salt water
fishing, aquaculture, game hunting, salmon fishing and tourism While the
community - or local government is systematically kept out of the real governing



of coastal resources - because it has no property rights - there is no'single state
agency that handles all coast resource questions for a particular community The
different permits, quotas, subsidies and expert advice has to be sought in different
offices and individual community members have to acquire the codes of the
different professional cultures in order to "get their rights"

But when discussing this kind of western rationalisation of resource management
in the age of high modernity, it is important to remember that "western" contains
many conflicting trends and a multitude of cultural heritages In relation to
property rights to natural resources, one only has to'scratch the surface in most
"western countnes" to discover a Celtic tradition, a Slavonic tradition, a
Germanic tradition or a Romanist tradition And in the "laws of the land" in the
different European countnes, the traces of customary law are still visible, in spite
of hundreds of years with harmomsation for larger regions Therefore, in most
European countnes, one find the traces of the ongoing battles between the vanous
legal principles originating within these different cultures which all claim to be
"western" In essence, such battles are usually over the composition of individual
property nghts relative to collective property nghts in the basic legal structure

The resource challenge from new coastal activities

European Coasts seemed to be heading for a neat divide between, those
areas which had become privatised and public areas of different kinds , new
coastal activities are appearing which poses a fundamental challenge to such a
dual division These are activities and forms of enterprise that demands different
institutional solutions, and not surprisingly, where the design principles of the old
coastal commons offer themselves as functional

The coastal resource which has withstood most attempts to be pnvadsed or made
state property is the wild - and free salmon But this has come at a high price the
diminishing wild salmon stocks in most overs around the North Atlantic
However, the salmon is symbolically the most important resource of the North
Atlantic Coasts, its migration ties the oceanic, the coastal and the revenne
environments together If we fail in managing one of these types of resources, the
salmon will indicate this failure A bnef analysis of the property nghts connected
to wild, migrating salmon can therefore offer some valuable insight The nver
owners usually hold propnetor nghts to the salmon on their stretch of the nver
This means that this kind of nghts are tied to the farmstead and cannot be
alienated from this - although long-term - and very lucrative leases - are common
But because the salmon move along the entire nver, nver owners usually pool
their management and exclusion nghts into an "Association of nver owners" that
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agree on licence policies, the sale of licences to sport-fishers and joint
enhancement efforts These associations co-operate with State natural resource
managers through "Freshwater Fish Management Boards" - which are one of few
examples of "co-management" in Norway

However, when salmon migrate to the fjords and to the ocean - and then returns
along the same runway, they are outside "the management room" of the over
owners and the Freshwater Management Boards As an increasing'number of
activities in the coastal zone affects the migration of the salmon negatively, the
owners feel a desperate need - in order to save the remaining salmon stocks, to
extend the co-management type property rights beyond the rivers and into the
coastal zone In one respect the salmon river owners have had some success in
this - in Norway a ban on coastal fishers' salmon fishing by dnft-nets off the coast
was accomplished through coalition building and lobbying In the ongoing
constitutive battle of property rights in North Atlantic coastal areas, the nver
owners are clearly "contracting for common property rights" of the management
type to fjords and streams - in order to protect the runway of "their salmon" on its
way to "their nver" To the degree that such contracting is successful, it will be at
the expense of the private property rights of individual aquaculturahsts, who in
many regions are restricted to smaller areas of the coast in order not to
contaminate the corridors of the homing salmon with confusing pheromones

Therefore, for some coastal resources - like the wild salmon, institutional designs
based on common property can have advantages over institutional designs based
on private property However, faced with State property nghts utilised in road
construction along nver banks, in nver harnessing for hydropower development,
the common property nghts to wild salmon become too weak Long stretches of
spawning grounds are destroyed because of ill-designed roads, hydrological
operating regimes for power Stations are ill-suited to the needs of fish fry and
homing salmon and the hydro-power-developers obligations to stock
enhancement are not properly adhered to

The great value of the wild salmon is as an indicator of success or failure in
coastal resource management and the way this is linked outwards to marine
resource management and upwards to nver resource management Thus as a
result of the obvious failures of the wild salmon, there is renewed interest in two
new categones of coastal activities

i
• The stock-enhancement of salmon and other species that are "down", by

releasing large amounts of artificially hatched fish fry into their natural, wild
habitat
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• The enhancement of rivers and spawning areas and the protection of fish fry
growing areas for increased natural reproduction :

!

These are not alternative new activities, but are usually seen as complementary,
both strategies have to be employed in order to "get the coastal environment back
in shape" Although the ideas started with Atlantic Salmon and the technologies
were developed for anadrome fish, there are now technologies for hatching and
start-feeding developed also for a number of marine species, including lobsters In
other parts of the world, this idea of "sowing seeds in the sea" is further
developed Japan has developed the hatching and start-feeding technology for 29
out of a targeted 50 marine species and has in addition developed fry feeding
stations with acoustic signals combined with artificial reefs ("fish-houses") for
protection of the fry at their infant growing stage

With much of the technology at hand, the important question for us here is how to
organise this kind of new coastal activities, what institutional design to apply and
how to recover the costs of sowing through the revenue of harvesting^
Two different models have been discussed and partially tried on North Atlantic
coasts

• Sea-ranching by enterprises
• Stock enhancement by public agencies

Both models have major weaknesses and few strengths In present day Europe,
public agencies are generally poor and are not allowed to take on additional tasks
without mobilising major political support And it is not conceivable that
sustained political support for a 20-30 year stock enhancement programme would
be realistic - even if it was mobilised at one point Besides, public agencies will
always have problems with recovering the costs of hatching and release of fish fry
through the increased catches by an undefined group of fishers and by the public
at large Thus the large number of potential free nders and the public resentment
against a general tax increase effectively precludes a central role for public
agencies in European stock enhancement

:i

The principle of sea ranching is that the enterprise or the organisation who
hatches and releases the fish'fry also has the property rights to the fish, more or
less like sheep fanners has the property nghts to his recaptured sheep at the end
of their free life at the summer mountain pasture A number of experiments 'are
going on around the North Atlantic Coasts to gather data on recapture rates and
the potential economic returns Sea ranching is critically dependent on the
institutional framework governing the activity, ie on the legitimacy of property
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nghts and on the legal framework for the activity In Norway a legal commission
has been analysing the existing nghts structures on the coast in preparation for
commercial sea-ranching For this to be viable it is not sufficient to have a
satisfactory natural homing rate for salmon - or a high "faithful rate" of manne
species, it is also necessary to establish property nghts to the ranched fish which
distinguish these from wild fish and thus protect them from unauthorised human
predators The proposed legal framework would empower the State to issue a
licence to the releasing enterprise giving it the exclusive nghts to recapture the
particular species within a defined sea area on the coast outside a nver mouth, in
an arm of a fjord, in a sound between islands (NOLf 1994 10) This proposal is
met with fierce opposition from fishers' associations, who see this as a serious
restriction on their traditional nght to free movement on all coastal waters It also
met with strong opposition from coastal communities and municipalities who see
this as a further privatisation of the remaining coastal commons, and now of far
larger sea-areas than the aquaculture pens already occupy Therefore this
proposal, and similar proposals issuing exclusive recapture nghts to an individual
or an enterprise is not likely to result in active legislation

But with no funding for public agencies for stock enhancement, and no property
nghts to sea-ranching enterprises, there will be no "greening of the coastal
commons" and no nvers again teeming with wild salmon
This resource challenge therefore calls for alternative institutional designs,
models of property nghts and incentives that places the costs and responsibilities
for sowing close to the harvester, but still does not exclude and marginalise a
large number of local and traditional users of the coast

In Japan the "Saibai Gyogyo Program" has been realised only because it from
the start in the early 1960s was designed as a sort of partnership between the
Japanese State, the Provincial Governments and the local Fisher Co-operatives,
which hold the traditional fishing nghts in their areas. This partnership enable the
hatchenes and the release organisation to be partially financed from the revenue
from the harvesting of the increased stocks The fishing co-operatives then
ensures a sohdaric and legitimate collection of the "hatchery fee" which for
salmon in Hokkaido amounts to 10% of total catch revenue The national
rationale for Japan to start its massive Sea Farming Program, was the 200 mile
zones in new Law of the Sea which closed the large Japanese distant fishing fleet
out from a number of nch fishing grounds around the world Enhancing Japan's
own 200 mile zone then became a national pnonty which has constantly been
supported and ideologically explained by the powerful Japan Sea Farming
Association (PUSH 1995)
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Whatever solutions to this new resource challenge that might be found in Europe,
it is bound to have a deep impact on the development of management nghts and
exclusion nghts within coastal communities The prospects for North Atlantic
fishers or coastal communities to farm large areas of the coast and to enhance
nvenne and marine environments for wild anadrome fish and marine fish, will
also have deep influence on the development of property nghts within traditional
sea fisheries This will again influence the balance of power between the local
communities and the central governments around the North Atlantic It will thus
not come as a surprise that both the prospects of large scale sea ranching and the
prospects of massive cultivation of seas by local associations or communities will
be strongly contested by vanous government agencies What all this boils down
to is that the available resource enhancement technology and knowledge set in
motion deep reconsatutive processes regarding property nghts in coastal
environments and that the outcome of this might well be that the state will be
forced to give up its management nghts and its nght to make decisions about
access and exclusion - and hand these over to local institutions of some kind

In the European cultural context, what are the possible institutional designs for
governing coastal resources in a fundamental transformation from hunting
whatever nature provides, to enhancing, sowing and cultivating the coastal seas'7
One model close at hand is an institution like the old commons itself, based on
collective property nghts and solidarity in both sowing and harvesting
Geographically these can compnse either a river/fjord system, an archipelago of
islands or the sea areas within a municipality On most of the North Atlantic
Coasts, however, the actual governing institutions for coastal commons have been
dead since the Dutch invented the "freedom of the seas"-doctnne in the 16th
century and most European Kings and Queens imposed their "Sovereign Rule"

So Coastal Commons most probably have to be reinvented in order to meet this
resource challenge, and if successful, it will only take place against strong
opposition from both those who see the State as the guarantor of equality and
those who see the exclusive nghts of the enterprise as the guarantor of freedom
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